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European Marine Observation
and Data network
• Long term data initiative from the European Commission
Directorate-General for Maritime Affairs and Fisheries (DG MARE)
• Collect marine data once, use it many times
• Data infrastructure was developed through a stepwise approach
in three major phases (2009-2020)
• Moving towards next phase 2020-2030

More on http://www.emodnet.eu
And thematic portals: http://[theme]-emodnet.eu e.g. www.emodnet-physics.eu; www.emodnet-ingestion.eu

EMODnet Physics
Integrate and make available Ocean Physics data
Real Time, Near Real Time, Historical Reprocessed &
Validated
Temperature, Salinity, Sea Level, Wave, Wind,
Sea Currents, Optical P, River Runoff, Acoustic
pollution, Ice coverage
Make available Products on Ocean Physics
Build on available infrastructures
redistribute available products
develop products (collection of data and elaborations)
Make data, metadata and products Findable, Accessible,
Interoperable, Reusable
Use and promote harmonization and common standards
Pictures from ®GOOS web site

Data and Scope
Link sources into a single discoverable DB
Develop smart adapter
Data flow is designed in collaboration and coordination with EU key
integrators and programs (Copernicus Marine Environment
Monitoring Service INS TAC, SeaDataNet-NODCs, International
Council for the Exploration of the Sea - ICES, …) with an eye on
international systems (Coriolis Global Data Assembly Center - GDAC,
South Ocean Observation System - SOOS, US Integrated Ocean
Observation System - IOOS, Australia's Integrated Marine Observing
System, …)
For themes/platforms not covered yet, EMODnet Physics starts
implementing new data flow

From input to products

Metadata

Smart
Adapters

Metadata
compilation
(common
standards)

Data
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dissemination
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Time Series
Gridded

QC/QF

Maps/Layers
SDN:P02 (NVS-VOCABS)
SDN: EDMO

Processing

QC/QF are semi-automatic or done by experts
according the age of the data, es. NRT flow: is semi-automatic
HV: experts from SDN do apply a multi-level QC/QF

Catalogues

Discovery and access services

map.emodnet-physics.eu
erddap.emodnet-physics.eu
thredds.emodnet-physics.eu
geoserver.emodnet-physics.eu
API, widgets, …

Success Story - HFR

2014
EMODnet to work on HFR
EuroGOOS HFR TT

2016
CMEMS SE INCREASE
HFR towards CMEMS

HFR coord. event

2019
CMEMS INSTAC
Operational HFR prod.
H2020 SeaDataCloud
Long term HFR data man.

R&D
2015
HFR data
in EMODnet Physics
H2020 JERICO NEXT
HFR data QC/QF

2018
HFR EU node

2020
EMODnet Physics
CMEMS INSTAC
SeaDataCloud
JERICO S3

Global HFR network

http://global-hfradar.org
HF operations
continue. Working to
develop products with
ocean modellers and
other stakeholders

Similar activities with OceanGliders, EU river data and marine mammals

Success Story

http://www.soos.aq/data/soosmap

Outline

Background
Concept and introduction to fishing gears
Complementarity to existing ocean observations
Sensors and Data
Highlighted programs: eMOLT (US), FOOS (IT)
Data usage examples
Our contributions: standardized data flow
Future directions and conclusions
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An Emerging Network
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Background

A way to mutually benefit
fishing industry and
Ecosystem Based Fisheries
Management
Not just fisheries who were
held back by a lack of subsurface ocean data
Cooper experiencing poor salmon fishing due to
anomalous Pacific warm “blob,” Alaska, 2016
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Concept: sensors on fishing gear

Sensors can go along
for the ride: down and
back up water column
No extra effort on the
part of the fishers

Catching fish, and now data
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Fishing gear types
Different gear types present different data collection opportunities
A. Mobile gear: Vertical profiles and bottom transects

B. Fixed gear: Vertical profiles and stationary bottom
measurements over hours to days

https://capecodfishermen.org/gear-types
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Coverage in coastal and shelf seas

Fishing Activity
Data source: Global Fishing Watch CNN AIS data

Sub-surface ocean observation coverage
(2017-2018). Data sources: EMODnet and JCOMMOPS

Van Vranken, C., Vastenhoud, B.M.J., Manning, J., PletHansen, K.S., Jakobowski, J., Gorringe, P. and Martinelli, M.
Fishing gear as a data collection platform: Opportunities to
fill spatial and temporal gaps in operational sub-surface
observation networks. (In review).
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Coverage in coastal and shelf seas

Coastal and shelf regions need data both because of complex dynamics and
because this is where the majority of human maritime activity takes place.
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Sensors
Primary focus on physical
parameters: temperature
and salinity at depth
Requirements:
Response time
Wireless connectivity
compact
Robust
NKE (FOOS, RECOPESCA, BDC)
Zebra Tech (Te Tiro Moana)
Lowell (eMOLT, OSU)

Fishing for scallops and data
in the Gulf of Maine (NKE WiSens TD)
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Data example

Mobile gear type: bottom trawl net
Sensor: NKE WiSens CTD
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Example: eMOLT

Started in 2001 with
loggers on lobster pot
fixed gear
Approximately 40 active
vessels today
3400 hauls in 2019

Maine

Collaboration and
coordination to maintain
network over long
coastline

Frequent involvement and
dialogue with fishing
vessels

New
Jersey

Environmental monitors on lobster traps
(eMOLT): Long-term observations of New
England's bottom-water temperatures, 2009
Direct interaction between the Gulf Stream and
the shelfbreak south of New England, 2012
Partnering with Fishing Fleets to Monitor Ocean
Conditions, 2019
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Example: FOOS
An observing system for the collection of fishery
and oceanographic data, 2007
Coupling an oceanographic model to a Fishery
Observing System through mixed models: the
importance of fronts for anchovy in the Adriatic
Sea, 2015
The Fishery and Oceanography Observing
System (FOOS): a tool for oceanography and
fisheries science, 2016
Evaluation of the oceanographic measurement
accuracy of different commercial sensors to be
used on fishing gears, 2016
Data: 14803 profiles collected by 10 vessels
2012‐2020
An interlinked coastal observatory network for
Europe, 2016
Best Practices, H2020 JERICO – NEXT Project,
2019
FP7 NEXOS Mediterranean Sea Demonstration
Report: Report on demonstration of sensor
systems in theMediterranean,2017

National Research Council (CNR) - Institute for Biological Resources and Marine Biotechnologies (IRBIM) - Ancona, Italy
Contact: michela.martinelli@cnr.it

Modelling the strategy of mid-water trawlers
targeting small pelagic fish, 2015

Ocean modeling data use cases

Inter-comparison of ARC MFC water temperature with observations from
BDC, Max Darholt and Jun She, (Danish Met Institute)
“Water temperature observations from fishery vessels provided by BDC have good quality, which
are well suited for model validation; they are unique for validating high resolution model
products. There are high potential for using the observations in data assimilation. Considering
very large spatiotemporal gaps in existing observations in Greenlandic waters, these data are
particular valuable. It is recommended to carry out OSSE/OSE experiments to quantify needs for
observations in Greenlandic-Icelandic waters. “ Dr. Jun She, DMI

Assimilation experiments for the Fishery Observing System in the Adriatic
Sea (FOOS, CNR IRBIM)
eMOLT data going to regional ocean modelers and used in the lobster
stock assessment.
Kyushu University (Japan): collecting CTD and ADCP data for data
assimilation and ocean forecasts, with Android app with predictions for
fisheries decision support.

Kyushu ocean model, with fishing
vessel CTD and ADCP

A goal of this webinar and subsequent workshops:
Facilitate and enable more data usage
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BDC FAIR Data Flow:
Balancing and harmonising the needs
of both science and industry
Traceability &
Increased
Exposure
DOIs

Scientific
Programs
(eMOLT)
(ILVO)

Fishing Industry
data sources &
BDC vessels

?
BDC Relational
Database
•
•
•

QC/QA
Metadata Standards

Findable

Confidentiality,
customized
API access

Core “tow” relational structure:
data from the same tow can be correctly handled at
different times to balance data transmission costs and data
usage requirements

ERDDAP

Accessible

Data
aggregators
& users
(EMODnet)

Internationally recognized standards and full
traceability for observations and datamanagement to ensure Interoperability and
Reusability of data across disciplines:
DOIs
SensorML
ISSCFG (Fishing Gears)
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BDC: our goal is to help you

Berthe Vastenhoud
Chief Data Officer

Carles Castro
Systems Engineer

Cooper Van Vranken
cooper@berringdatacollective.com

berthe@berringdatacollective.com

Facilitating multidisciplinary and integrative data collection
Promoting uptake and usage by ocean modelers
Balance user needs, on both the scientific and industry
sides
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Beyond sub-surface data:
Opportunities for co-located collection of multiple
EOVs/ECVs via fishing vessels
Weather station:
•
Air temperature
•
Humidity
•
Pressure
•
Wind
•
Waves
•
…
Other profiling &
bottom sensor
types:
•
Turbidity
•
Oxygen
•
Fluorescence
•
Currents
(fixed gear)
•
Acoustic
•
(fixed gear)
•
…
Biological data
• Catch
• Bycatch

Sea Surface:
•
Temperature
•
Salinity
•
Currents
•
…
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Sensors on fishing gear:
opportunities
Information/data products
Improved forecasts
Meeting user needs

Science

Fishing industry

Ocean data
Stakeholder involvement

Repeatable/scalable/reusable
Cost-effective, making ocean observation accessible for
developing countries
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Ocean physics at your fingertips
FFD@emodnet-physics.eu

Panelists

Marco Alba (EMODnet Physics, ETT)
•

Lead developer and data manager at EMODnet physics

Paul Holthus (World Ocean Council)
•
•

Founding President of WOC, the global maritime business organization dedicated to ocean sustainable
development, science and stewardship.
Smart Ocean-Smart Industries effort to increase the impact of Ships Of Opportunity Programs
leveraging industry participation improving ocean and atmospheric understanding.

Jim Manning (eMOLT, NOAA)
•
•

Physical oceanographer, The founder of eMOLT, and a variety of other ocean citizen science projects.
Logistics and coordination of a sustained network.

Michela Martinelli (FOOS, CNR IRBIM)
•
•
•

Fisheries scientist, coordinator of FOOS, active in stock-assessment, advice, and policy working groups.
Sensor Validation and Best practice documentation.
Biogeocheochemical sensors on fishing gears, catch data, as well as meteorological data.

Patrick Gorringe (EMODnet Physics, SMHI)
Antonio Novellino (EMODnet Physics, ETT)
Cooper Van Vranken (Berring Data Collective)
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